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PULP NOCTURNE 1930 RULES ADAPTATIONSPULP NOCTURNE 1930 RULES ADAPTATIONSPULP NOCTURNE 1930 RULES ADAPTATIONSPULP NOCTURNE 1930 RULES ADAPTATIONS    
 

EDGES 
Arcane Background: (Miracles)  
Faith (Spirit) skill; *N (Those who draw on miracles are priestly types or holy champions. 

Their power comes from a divine presence of some sort, including gods, nature, or spirits. 

Their powers are usually invoked with a few words of prayer or by performing established 

rituals.) 

 

Arcane Background: (Chi Mastery) 
Focus (Spirit) skill; Martial Artist; *N (“Martial arts” tends to mean different things to 

different people) This isn’t wuxia or even Hong Kong Action Theater. A few folks have 

studied the ancient oriental fighting arts. A very few of these supremely skilled fighters 

have achieved spiritual discipline necessary to channel supernatural force through their 

own bodies, called chi. 

These enlightened fighters use the Arcane Background (Chi Mastery) Edge to reflect their 

astonishing abilities. 

 

Arcane Background: (Occultist)  
Mythos Lore (Smarts) skill; *N (Occultists gain their powers through persistent study of 

esoteric, sanity-challenging tomes of forbidden lore. Occultists may only learn further 

powers when coming across one of the aforementioned tomes. These powers often lurk in 

the dark places of the worlds in which they live, and is drawn forth with elaborate rituals, 

words of power, runes, or perhaps even dark sacrifices.) 

 

Arcane Background: (Psionic)  
Psychic (Smarts) skill; Mentalist; *N (Mentalists have discovered how to tap into their 

own psychic powers. They can manipulate matter, create fire, or control their own bodies 

with but a thought.) 
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Arcane Background: (Psychic)  
Spirits (Spirit) skill; Fortune-Teller; Medium, Spiritualist; *N (Psychics have spiritually 

tapped into the true powers of the universe.  They can contact the spiritual and natural 

realms in various ways, and can act as mediums, and are very sensitive to the “Spirit” 

world. This person is in tune with the spiritual and paranormal realm.  He can sense spirits, 

energies or supernatural happenings, though he may not understand them.) 

 

Arcane Background: (Supernatural) 
Harrowed (Spirit) skill; *N (When somebody has a near-death experience the soul 

reaches the Hereafter. Once there, the soul becomes “soiled”. For whatever reason, the 

soul gets sent back. Upon returning the soul forever forges a link to the Hereafter. Often as 

a result the people are marked with strange supernatural powers, abilities and affinities.) 

 

Arcane Background: (Weird Science)  
Pulp Sciences (Smarts) skill; *N (Weird Science is the creation of strange and powerful 

devices. It differs from regular science in that some element of the arcane is involved. 

Maybe it’s just generic “super-science,” or perhaps it’s divinely (or demonically) inspired. 

Maybe the science itself is relatively sound, but it derives power from an arcane source, 

such as some magical mineral or essence in a pulp fantasy game.) 

 

Brainy 
Requirements: Novice, Smarts and Spirit d6+ 

Your hero is very smart or perhaps just more intelligent than most. Either way, his mind 

resists influences better than most. Add +1 to your Notice. In addition, your hero adds a +1 

to Knowledge rolls equal to or higher than his Smarts die. 

 

Brainy* N, Sm d6, Sp d6 (Notice +1; +1 to Knowledge rolls equal to or higher than their 

Smarts die.) 

 

Brawny 
Requirements: Novice, Strength and Vigor d6+ 

Your hero is very large or perhaps just very fit. Either way, his bulk resists damage better 

than most. Add +1 to your Toughness. In addition, your hero can carry more than most 

proportional to his Strength. He can carry 8 times his Strength in pounds without penalty 

instead of the usual 5 times his Strength. 

 

Brawny* N, St d6, V d6 Toughness +1; load limit is 8 x Str 
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Slinky 
Requirements: Novice, Smarts and Agility d6+ 

Your hero is very adept at hand-to-hand combats. Either way, his mind resists distractions 

better than most. Add +1 to your Parry. In addition, your hero is more evasive because 

they are better at reading the offensive maneuvers of their opponents. 

 

Slinky* N, Sm d6, A d6 (Parry +1) 

 

Zealot 
Requirements: Novice, Spirits and Vigor d6+ 

Your hero is very devout or perhaps just more faithful than most. Either way, his soul 

resists influences that cause others to falter. Add +1 to your Guts rolls. In addition, your 

hero adds a +1 to their Sanity score. 

 

Zealot* N, Sp d6, V d6 (Notice +1; +1 to Knowledge rolls equal to or higher than their 

Smarts die.) 
 

Hindrance 
Death Taint (Major) 
The Harrowing: Those marked with “Death Taint” often suffer nightmares/experiences of 

horrendous vile evil. This can be triggered when the Character rolls a 1 on their Spirit die 

when activating a power (regardless of their Wild Die), they are automatically Shaken and 

the character must make a Guts check with a failure being checked on the Great Fright 

table in Fear Effects. 

 

Decadent (Major/Minor) 
Decadent: Your character leads a luxurious self-indulgent lifestyle.  While the world 

around you is falling you lead a frivolous existence with shady characters and seamy 

places of ill repute. You may or may not necessarily break the law, but you are often found 

in the company of law-breakers and the bad places they hang-out in. 

 

Hunted (Major/Minor)  
Hunted: The character has a past that is trying to catch up with them.  
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Social Stigma (Major/Minor)  
Social Stigma: This is an example of the many possible Social Stigmas that limits a 

character. (Female: Being a strong female in a male dominated society has some 

drawbacks on occasion; -1 Charisma or -2 if this is a Major Hindrance.) 
    

 Skills 
Knowledge (Engineering): Architecture, Construction, Chemical, Electrical and 

Mechanical 

 

Knowledge (Liberal Arts): Art, History, Law and Psychology 

 

Knowledge (Life Sciences): Anthropology, Archaeology, Biology, Botany and Pharmacy 

 

Knowledge (Physical Sciences): Astronomy, Chemistry, Geology and Physics 

 

Status Markers   
Wounded-  Red 

Shaken-  Yellow  

Stunned-  Green 

Fatigued-  Blue 

Exhausted-  White 

Unconscious- Black 

 

Wounds 
Once wounded, this is a minus one to all physical and or mental actions.  

Two wounds- Requires A Vigor check; failure- character is fatigued; critical failure- 

character is stunned for 1d4 rounds. Two wounds results in a -2 to all physical and or 

mental actions.  

Three wounds- Requires A Vigor check; success- character is fatigued; failure- character 

is exhausted; critical failure- character is unconscious for 1d4 rounds and needs a 

successful healing check by somebody else for them to recover prior to that. Three wounds 

require a roll on the Injury Table. Character if able to participate suffers a -3 to all physical 

and or mental actions. 
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Spells and Rituals 
Spell Casting Realities 
Success w/ Raise; Success; Failure; Critical Failure 

For the most part, both ends of the success spectrum are in line with the spell descriptions 

and results as listed in the books. Failure on the other hand is going to be a bit more 

intense. Any spell casting attempt that fails results in the following possibilities: 

 

Failure-  

This requires a sanity check, Guts minus amount spell failed by. ie. Failing by one results 

in a minus one being deducted from the Guts check. Failing this results in the caster being 

shaken.  

Critical Failure- 

Rolling a one on either Wild die or Skill die results in the caster being shaken, the loss of 

one Sanity point and a roll on the Fear table. 

 

Rituals 
Given the volatility of what is happening with Ritual Magic, failures are far more 

dangerous. Failing a Ritual automatically results in a roll on the Magic Backlash table and 

the loss of one sanity point and the caster is shaken.  

A critical failure causes a wound and also requires a roll on the Fear table. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Disclaimer:  Savage Worlds, and all related terminology are owned by corporations that could crush me like a 

worm if they so choose. I make no expressed or implied infringement on their products. I can only hope they will 
allow me to live my pitiful, pathetic life in peace. 

 


